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Executive Summary

1.  Select the right mediator: Every case is different; as is every mediator. A mediator may 
be stronger in some areas than in others. Before defaulting to your current favorite or accepting 
the first name suggested by opposing counsel, identify a mediator with precisely the right skill 
set matched to your particular dispute. 

2.  Involve yourself in process design: Michigan litigators are most comfortable with 
an all-caucus-all-the-time model managed by an evaluative mediator who shuttles back and 
forth between rooms. In analyzing your case for mediation, consider tailoring the process to 
the dispute, not vice versa. There are many factors warranting employment of joint sessions for 
at least part of the process. 

3.  Educate your client about the mediation process: Disputes belong to the 
parties; yet parties are often unfamiliar with mediation and the unique opportunities presented 
by the process. Educated clients make better decisions, understand the role of the mediator, 
know what their case is worth, sit at the table with realistic expectations and recognize the 
importance of communicating their arguments and points to the other side.
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4.  Evaluate the case and reach agreement on goals and objectives: A critical aspect of advanced 
preparation is identification of a client’s non-economic goals and agreement on economic valuation. Joint planning in 
advance is key. Management of client expectations is rarely productive when it takes palce for the first time in the midst of 
negotiations. 

5.  Prepare clients to be flexible: A good mediator helps the parties share new information, gain fresh insight and 
achieve a fuller appreciation of their risks. Accordingly, if the process is working as it should, the valuation with which a 
party started is likely to change as more is learned and risks are better understood. Parties who recognize the importance of 
flexibility are more likely to achieve their goals than those who believe their “bottom line” is set in stone. 

6.  Identify the proper audience for your written submission and arguments: In litigation, each 
side focuses their persuasive powers on influencing the decision maker, whether judge or jury. In mediation, because the 
mediator has no authority to impose a settlement, the case resolves only when both sides agree. Accordingly, disputants 
should shape their arguments to persuade the other side that the risks of proceeding are too great and resolution is in their 
best interest.

7.  Develop an offer/concession strategy: Strategic negotiators on the plaintiff side rarely leave money on the 
table; and strategic negotiators on the defense side rarely overpay. That means preparing a specific opening offer mindful 
of client goals together with a step-by-step analysis of how they anticipate the negotiation will unfold. With an offer/
concession plan in hand predicting multiple moves and counter-moves down the board, counsel is free to be “in the 
moment”, limiting the corrosive effects of emotional reaction.

8.  Make use of your mediator: Having carefully selected the mediator, take full advantage of the opportunity to 
employ his experience and skill. Find out what the mediator knows and is at liberty to share; use the mediator as a sounding 
board; consider the mediator’s reaction to arguments and claims; make use of the mediator as a resource. 

9.  Replace zealous advocacy with mediation advocacy: Because mediation is a dispute resolution process 
not a justice process, prudent advocates replace the tactics of zealous advocacy with a joint problem solver mentality. The 
“truth” will not be established in mediation. Accordingly, the strategies, arguments and tactics of joint problem solvers are 
very different from a traditional courtroom approach.

10.  If the case does not settle at the table, keep the mediator engaged: Even where the dispute does not 
settle on the date set for mediation, most cases resolve without trial. Additional discovery, a judicial ruling or the passage 
of time to process hard truths may result in a change of heart. If the mediator is kept in the loop, the parties may save time 
and cost in returning to the table.

Introduction
  In an age when less than 1.5% of all cases result in a trial, alternative dispute resolution is the new normal. Of the various 
dispute resolution processes available, mediation is one of the most popular. Some lawyers propose mediation prior to or in lieu of 
negotiating directly with the other side. Because mediation is a significant departure from traditional stages in the judicial process, 
strategic adjustments in planning and advocacy are necessary to take full advantage of the unique opportunities mediation offers. In 
my experience – both when I was an advocate representing parties in mediation and as a mediator – litigators are generally not making 
those adjustments. As a result, plaintiffs may leave money on the table; defendants may overpay; and non-economic client objectives 
may be forgotten. What follows are my top ten recommendations to litigators for mediation strategies to maximize their results. 

1. Select the right mediator

  Every case is different: different claims, different parties, different opposing counsel, different injuries and losses, different risks and, 
significantly, different group and individual dynamics. Before accepting the first mediator proposed by opposing counsel, or urging the 
other side to accept your “favorite” mediator of the moment, consider which characteristics, qualities, expertise and skill set might work 
best for the precise collection of parties, claims, litigators and decision makers presented. Even the best, most versatile mediators are not 
as strong in some areas as others. 

  Is subject matter expertise essential? In a highly technical patent infringement suit, for example, an otherwise effective tort mediator 
may not be right. In a probate suit arising out of a complicated estate plan with multiple properties and claimants, an experienced 
commercial mediator focused on cost savings and the bottom line may not be the best choice. If the dispute presents complex business 
issues with serious financial implications and tax consequences, a mediator with a CPA or tax expertise might better assist the parties to 
identify attractive options for resolution. Do the parties more or less agree on liability, but are hopelessly deadlocked on valuation? If so, 
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the right mediator may be someone with extensive trial experience. A seasoned litigator could be the perfect sounding board for testing 
damage theories and defenses.

  Are creativity and the ability to think “outside the box” essential? Perhaps the parties hope to put their dispute behind them, but 
lack the imagination to think of creative options to achieve their goals. Selecting an imaginative mediator – even one lacking in subject 
matter expertise - might be precisely the right choice. 

  Are the parties – or their counsel – the problem? Perhaps people skills and process expertise are needed. Would the dispute benefit 
from a mediator with keen psychological insight to lead the litigants to a better understanding of what is driving their conflict? In such 
cases, a mediator who digs down to uncover needs and interests is often preferable to one skilled at managing distributive bargaining. 
Is lack of trust between the parties undermining efforts at resolution? A mediator in whom both sides have confidence and who 
understands how to build trust could be the key to bridging differences. Even where trust issues exist on only one side, both parties have 
a stake in selecting a mediator who can help a distrustful opponent feel safe enough to engage in the search for closure. In a case where 
difficult and troubled personalities are the major impediment to settlement, the situation probably would not benefit from another 
big ego – this time, the mediator’s – in the mix. Instead, thoughtful selection of a mediator with ability to bring “peace” into the room 
could make all the difference. 

  A corollary benefit of selecting the right mediator in high conflict, complex, or hyper-technical disputes, of course, is that it can save 
time, effort and transactional costs. 

  Recommendation: Analyze the dispute carefully. Seek to better understand and identify the unique characteristics and barriers 
hindering resolution. Make a list of the mediator qualities and characteristics needed for the job. If a favorite mediator lacks the qualities 
identified, recruit someone new. The appropriate mediator is most likely to lead to an enduring and satisfactory result. 

2. Involve yourself in process design

  It is a revelation for many attorneys when they discover they can play a part in process design. They have not done it; they have not 
thought of it. They do not realize the process can be modified and shaped in whatever ways best serve the litigants and their counsel. Few 
lawyers tailor the process to the dispute. Most prefer the standard evaluative model which features a subject matter mediator or former 
judge who shuttles back and forth between caucus rooms carrying offers and counter-offers while pointing out the weaknesses and 
shortcomings in each side’s position. The evaluative model is time tested and familiar, but it is not necessarily best in every single dispute.

  What are the alternatives? In contrast to the traditional evaluative model, the facilitative model is characterized by joint sessions 
with everyone together in the same room. Caucus and shuttle diplomacy are used when warranted as a tool to accomplish a specific 
end. In the facilitative model, the parties themselves share what is on their minds, for example, by making opening presentations and 
participating directly in group discussion. The emphasis is on party self-determination. The facilitative mediator asks questions to 
explore risk, but generally refrains from expressing opinions on the merits or predicting what a judge or jury might do. 

  The facilitative model is less common because Michigan lawyers are uncomfortable with joint sessions for fear their clients will 
inadvertently blurt out damaging admissions or antagonize one another, thereby undermining chances for settlement. Such discomfort 
is understandable but overstated. In fact, well-trained mediators skilled in use of the facilitative model know how to manage the process 
and keep the discussion productive and safe. 

  Good mediators are equally comfortable using either model or a blend of each. With input from the parties, a process can be 
designed to fit each dispute precisely. The mediator could, for example, start using one approach and morph to the other as the 
mediation unfolds. It is not uncommon for the mediator to begin in a facilitative, non-judgmental mode using joint sessions, but move 
to a more evaluative style in caucus mode as the day plays out. The parties could design a hybrid process before arriving at the table 
incorporating the best features of each model. The parties could, for example, select a caucus-style mediation, but reserve a limited time 
for a carefully delimited joint session. Most mediators are willing to make whatever adjustments best serve the needs of the lawyers and 
their clients. 
  One compelling advantage of the facilitative model often overlooked by those who favor a traditional approach is the opportunity 
to communicate directly with a key decision-maker on the other side. In joint sessions each side is able to size up the other, to 
communicate personal messages in their own words, and to hear the claims and defenses unfiltered by lawyer spin. An insurance 
adjustor or corporate executive at the table might never have seen the plaintiff in action. If the plaintiff makes a good presentation, 
her counsel should consider creating an opportunity to showcase some of her strengths. Mediation is an opportunity for a skilled trial 
lawyer to demonstrate the qualities that make her a success at trial, thereby changing the calculation of risk on the other side. The 
quality of advocacy makes a difference.

  Frequent consumers of mediation services understand the importance of giving the other side an opportunity to vent or directly 
communicate. They know that venting can result in a breakthrough. In cases where a party is prepared to acknowledge that “mistakes 
were made,” the power of an apology is lost if delivered by the third-party mediator, rather than an executive with decision-making 
authority. 
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 Prepared and managed properly by a skilled mediator, such opportunities are productive, not destructive. A face-to-face 
presentation, received with respect and patience, can have a profound impact advancing resolution. Studies reveal that party satisfaction 
grows exponentially. Similar results are less likely when the unvarnished, evaluative model is used because most of the talking is done by 
the lawyers and the parties hear only the mediator’s translation of what is said in the other room. 

  Accordingly, when thinking about process design, counsel should ask: Does a party have a need to vent and explain her actions 
directly before she can be expected to discuss resolution in a reasonable dollar range? Can the dispute be characterized in the immortal 
words of Strother Martin in the film Cool Hand Luke: “What we’ve got here is a failure to communicate.” If so, would a dialogue, where 
the parties - - perhaps two CEOs - - can politely question each other in a safe, controlled environment be helpful? If communication, 
personal assessment, or relationship repair with parties who must continue to work together are issues, the dispute probably warrants a 
process where joint sessions, controlled dialogue, and party participation is allowed. 

  Lawyers who ignore process design, or let the mediator make all the decisions, are missing an important opportunity to lay the 
foundation for win/win resolution.

 Some of the options for process design include:

• Caucus vs. joint sessions
• An evaluative vs. a facilitative mediator
• Party participation, including opening statements by parties, the lawyers or both
• Exhibits and visual aides
• Lawyer-only meetings with the mediator
• Client and mediator meetings without the lawyers and/or the mediator
• Client-client meetings without the lawyers
• Brainstorming sessions to identify options
• Face-to-face negotiations where the mediator facilitates offers and counter offers.

Recommendation: Do not default to a comfort zone. Get involved in process design. Involve the client. Interview potential mediators. 
Seek mediator input. Discuss the issue with opposing counsel. Agree on a mediator who will provide the process everyone agrees will be 
best. A well-thought-out process tailored to the individual needs of a particular dispute will enhance the likelihood of resolution.

3. Educate your client about the mediation process

  Clients are the decision makers. It’s their case. Whether and how the case settles are client decisions. In practice, nonetheless, 
clients often are either ignored or their involvement limited. Many parties –plaintiffs - are unfamiliar with the litigation process. What 
they know about litigation is often distorted by mass media and the world of entertainment. From Perry Mason and Boston Legal to 
Damages and Intolerable Cruelty, parties often believe their rights will be vindicated and justice achieved. Sometimes they are correct. 
Few are familiar with Voltaire’s lament: “I was never ruined but twice; once when I lost a lawsuit and once when I won one.”

  As uninformed as parties are about litigation, they know even less about mediation. The parties should understand that mediation 
is not simply one more place to prove their case, the mediator one more person to persuade. Parties ought not view mediation as an 
obstacle on the path to achieving their litigation goals. Instead, parties should understand mediation as a chance to step back from 
litigation; an opportunity to facilitate achievement of their goals. In mediation, parties can articulate their goals to the mediator and 
each other. They can, if they choose, control their own fate and shape the outcome. They have the power to bring about a desirable 
resolution personalized to their needs and interests. If clients are to make good decisions about potential mediation outcomes, they 
should understand the process and how they best can participate in it. 

  By contrast, in litigation, a judge or jury will determine the end result. Someone will win; someone will lose. The final judgment is 
out of their hands. Judicial determinations are rarely win/win. Both sides could be dissatisfied, especially if the verdict is a compromise; 
or financial and collateral costs were too high. 

  From my perspective, the mediator’s primary duties are to educate the lawyers and assist the lawyers in educating their clients. 
The better everyone understands the process, how it works and what will maximize results, the greater the likelihood the result will be 
satisfactory. There are many fine treatises and articles to help clients better understand mediation. Some mediators post explanatory and 
helpful material on their websites. This article is intended to assist lawyers in making good decisions. Feel free to share it with your client.

  What should parties know? Parties should expect the mediator to be neutral, and remain neutral throughout, no matter how much 
they hope to win the mediator over. Parties should expect the mediator to ask difficult questions designed to force re-examination of 
strengths, encourage realistic appreciation of weaknesses, and pay due respect for risk and potential consequences. The mediator is non-
partisan. The asking of tough questions is symmetrical. It happens in both caucus rooms. The questions are designed to assist the parties 
in understanding each other, appreciating their risks, and influencing their valuation.

Continued from Page 3
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  Mediators also facilitate the exchange of information and perspective, so each side gains the knowledge necessary to make informed 
decisions. Through better understanding of underlying needs and interests, the parties are encouraged to offer settlement proposals 
which meet the other side’s needs as well as their own. Doing so leads to “win/win” results.

  Clients should not expect the mediator to make rulings, determine the facts, or direct settlement terms. The mediator is not a 
decision-maker. Persuading the mediator is not especially helpful. Instead, the mediator facilitates the negotiation process, reduces 
barriers to movement, and translates messages to insure they are heard and understood. The mediator does not take sides.

  If the goal is not to persuade the mediator, to whom should the parties direct their efforts to persuade? The dispute will be resolved 
only if both sides reach agreement. That means the focus of persuasion should be on the parties and lawyers on the other side. This 
truth is often overlooked. Motivating the other side to settle requires careful consideration of each argument and exchange. Harsh 
words, aggressive comments, refusal to concede obvious weaknesses, and overzealous spinning of facts are rarely effective. They often 
trigger similar unproductive behavior in return. 

  Of course, no one should expect to persuade the other side about the facts. Nor is one party likely to persuade the other about how 
judges will rule or juries decide. This is because no one can predict outcome with certainty. We’ve all had “winning hands” turn bad; 
we’ve all made cogent arguments that somehow failed to persuade a fact-finder. Where both sides are well-represented, however, the 
disputants may be able to agree on risks and possible consequences if the matter does not settle. A discussion of interests and needs is 
also likely to be more productive than whether a claim or defense is meritorious. 

  Recommendation: Prepare clients by explaining how mediation works, what to expect from the mediator, and who they must 
persuade if there is to be a settlement and closure. Provide reading materials to enhance party understanding. If there is something 
useful in this paper, for example, keep it for future use. An important element of preparation is insuring the parties understand how the 
process can assist them in achieving their goals. 

4. Evaluate the case and reach agreement on goals and objectives

  When I was a trial lawyer, I had great faith in the power of preparation. Louis Nizer famously said, “preparation makes the dull 
lawyer bright, the bright lawyer brilliant and the brilliant lawyer steady.” The same principle applies to mediation. In a world where 
only a tiny percentage of cases go to trial, mediation is likely to be as close to their “day in court” as clients will experience. Therefore, 
I encourage lawyers to prepare for mediation as thoroughly as they prepare for trial. One critical aspect of preparation is reaching 
agreement with clients on a “bottom line” or settlement range, and a list of non-economic goals.

  Sitting down with clients to identify non-economic objectives can be eye opening for counsel and client alike. Counsel may 
never have explored what is truly important to the client; and the client may be clueless about what is possible in mediation. Relief 
in the judicial process is generally limited to “vindication,” dollars, or both. While judges may have the power to fashion equitable, 
non-economic relief, they rarely do so. By contrast, potential relief in the mediation process is generally limited only by the creativity 
and imagination of the participants. Mediation truly offers the promise of “win/win” resolution. Accordingly, identification of non-
economic goals should not be left for the last minute. 

  Non-economic terms can be critical. In employment litigation, for example, management generally arrives at the table armed 
with a well-developed list of non-economic terms, most of which appear in separate paragraphs in their draft “Settlement Agreement 
and Release of All Claims.” Management wants the settlement terms cloaked in confidentiality, a promise of non-disparagement, no 
admission of liability, refusal to cooperate with other plaintiffs absent a subpoena, indemnification in the event the allocation of dollars 
is challenged by taxing authorities, and more. Recognizing the power of apology in the appropriate case, management may be prepared 
to express remorse for the manner in which the termination was handled. Identified in advance, defendant’s non-economic goals rarely 
fall through the cracks. 
 For plaintiffs, who often have parallel interests in confidentiality and non-disparagement, advance preparation is less common. 
Concerned that management may pursue claims against him, plaintiff may want mutual releases. Plaintiffs often have an interest in 
reputation repair. A plaintiff’s goals might include a letter of recommendation or introduction, clean up of a personnel file, and neutral 
references for prospective employers. If an apology is forthcoming, plaintiff want it in writing. For tax reasons, payment of settlement 
dollars spread over different tax years might be of interest. Sometimes an ongoing relationship is sought to continue fringe benefits such 
as healthcare. Though not available in litigation, mediation opens the door to potential options invaluable to the client. Plaintiffs who 
identify non-economic goals before the mediation are more likely to achieve them than those who wait until the final agreement is 
being prepared.

  As well-prepared for mediation as lawyers sometimes are, they too often reach the mediation table without having performed a 
proper valuation. A proper valuation requires thorough analysis of strengths and weaknesses, careful calculation of economic losses, 
a hard-eyed review of emotional damages, and an honest assessment of risk. Parties do not want to begin mediation without having 
developed a range against which to measure success. Occasionally, lawyers have done the analysis, but have not shared it with clients. 
Whether this is intentional due to concern about losing trust; or inadvertent due to overwork or neglect, failure to do so can easily derail 

Continued on Page 6
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the process. Sometimes this is a party’s strategy. They arrive at mediation with a “let’s see what we can get” attitude; which means no 
bottom line. This approach is surprising. What is not surprising is that the result is disappointment. As that wise sage Yogi Berra taught, 
“You’ve got to be very careful if you don’t know where you’re going, because you might not get there.”

  Lawyers who get what they want from mediation start deciding on objectives well in advance. They outline “success” before the 
mediation begins. They determine a “bottom line” or range with clients. When the bottom line or range is reached, resolution follows. 

  Clients not actively part of the process contribute little to reaching a successful result. Often they arrive at the mediation table 
with unrealistic expectations. As a result, they are can be shocked, dismayed, or outraged by the numbers discussed - -particularly in 
the early stages of negotiation. They have not been counseled to be patient, or warned to expect hard bargaining. They never dreamed 
their million-dollar demand might be met with derision and a $5,000 counter-offer. After much back-and-forth, should their counsel 
eventually recommend acceptance of a proposal below their target number, their reaction can be emotional and destructive. If not 
properly prepared, clients experience frustration or becopme emotional or despondent. The result can be stubborn resistance to 
reasonable settlement proposals which would have been acceptable had the proper groundwork been laid. Concluding their attorney 
is afraid or selling them out, they may disengage – and sometimes seek new counsel. If they make the deal, they may later experience 
buyer’s remorse and try to overturn the agreement. Well-prepared clients, by contrast, ask good questions, remain in the moment, and 
participate with enthusiasm. 

  Recommendation: It is crucial that agreement be reached with clients on a “bottom line” or range and non-economic goals 
before mediation begins. It is too late to manage client expectations for the first time in the heat of a negotiation as monetary offers are 
exchanged. By waiting until the last minute, it is too easy for non-economic objectives to fall through the cracks. Good preparation 
includes proper warnings about the challenges likely to be experienced at the bargaining table. 

5. Prepare clients to be flexible

 As important as it is to agree with clients on goals before arriving at the table, it is more important to be flexible, prepared to make 
adjustments based on what is learned during the process.

  The valuation of a litigation claim is a finely honed analysis based, among other things, on the facts of the case, the risks presented, 
and an assessment of the parties and skill of the lawyers. Valuation also includes consideration of the judge, her inclination to grant or 
deny a dispositive motion, and the way she is expected to rule on evidentiary issues at trial. Valuation also includes consideration of the 
jury pool where venue lies. 

  In my judgment, among the most important considerations are the risk factors. What is the likelihood the case will survive a 
dispositive motion, in whole or in part? What are the strengths of the case, and how will the other side try to trump them? Where is the 
case weak, and how will each weakness be addressed? Will a missing witness be found? If found, will the witness be favorable? What risks 
are presented without the witness? If called, can the witness be expected to help the other side, as well? How do the parties come across? 
How credible are their claims or defenses? How receptive are jurors likely to be to them? In an employment case, for example, will jurors 
size up the plaintiff and think “that could have been me” or will they think, “if I’d been his boss, I would have fired him, too?!”

  Mediation is an excellent vehicle for the transfer of information. If the process is operating properly, participants will gain insight 
and knowledge. They might learn new things, or see things in a new light. They might better understand the other side. They might be 
compelled to reassess opposing counsel, his passion, his oratorical power, or his commitment and level of preparation. If their claims or 
defenses are scrutinized, questioned, and/or tested, the valuation or bottom line may change. In a case, for example, where plaintiff was 
fired for theft, his counsel may have a solid evidentiary basis to assert pretext, but will the jury side with a thief? Perhaps not.

  It is a rare case, indeed, where every risk and problem was given its due before arrival at the table. On the contrary, trial lawyers 
tend to “fall in love” with their theories, claims, or defenses. They focus on their strengths and turn a blind eye to their weaknesses. 
A good mediator makes certain that does not happen. Clients should be prepared to consider a new figure when the assessment of 
risk has changed. They should be cautioned: valuation is not fixed. It is not scientifically grounded. There is no computer program 
that calculates fair value. Their “bottom line” in the morning may change by the late afternoon. Clients who have been educated and 
understand the need for flexibility are more likely to move when realistic offers and counter-offers are put on the table for consideration. 

  How does risk assessment factor into valuation? In a case that turns on a credibility dispute, for example, the ultimate issue is which 
of two participants will the fact finder believe. Where the case would be worth $100,000 with no risk, what is the settlement value if the 
case presents a “he said/she said” dispute where both participants are equally credible? Neither side can be sure of the outcome. There 
are no guarantees. A 50-50 tie, therefore, may suggest $50,000 as a reasonable settlement objective. However, a tie favors the defense 
because plaintiff has the burden of proof. Accordingly, defendant might attend mediation prepared to pay and plaintiff should attend 
prepared to accept between $40,000 and $50,000 as reasonable. Why? Because, if the case is tried 10 times, plaintiff can expect to win 
it no more than 4 or 5 times, recovering $100,000 each time; but lose it 5 or 6, recovering nothing each time. 

Continued from Page 5
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  Assume, however, that during the mediation plaintiff’s counsel calls attention to contemporaneous documents supporting plaintiff. 
Both sides had copies of these documents going into mediation, but defendant had not previously considered their impact on the 
credibility issue. The documents change assessment of the risk because they increase the chances plaintiff will prevail. The odds of 
recovering a plaintiff’s verdict improve from 40-50% to 50-60%. As a result, defendant should be flexible enough to increase its offer 
and plaintiff should be flexible enough to accept $50,000 or $60,000. 

  Recommendation: Prepare a bottom line or range and reach agreement with your clients on their goals and objectives, but be 
prepared to make adjustments -- up or down -- based on fresh information and new insight gained through the mediation process. 

6. Identify the proper audience for your written submissions and arguments

  When counsel view mediation as one more hurdle rather than a unique opportunity to try something new, their mediation 
summaries tend to look like summary disposition briefs. They write to persuade the mediator. Too many advocates prepare their 
summaries either to influence the mediator or to impress their own clients with their zeal and grasp of the issues. A skilled, experienced 
and neutral mediator, of course, expects that. Mediators are trained to see through such efforts and retain their neutrality. An advocate’s 
own client should not need persuading! 

  If not the mediator, who is the right “audience?” The opposition, of course: the parties on the other side of the mediation table! 
Mediation is a voluntary process. There is no settlement unless everyone agrees. Writing to persuade the other side is crucial. The other 
side’s signature must appear on a final agreement, not the mediator’s. Counsel’s mediation summary is an extraordinary opportunity to 
communicate directly with the other side, an opportunity too often overlooked. 

  Realistically, even the best-written and most cogent summary is not likely to change anyone’s mind about the facts. Opposing 
parties have their own version of what happened and will resist any contrary view. I wholeheartedly concur with litigators who say 
mediation is not going to lead to agreement about what happened. In fact, by the time the parties are in mediation, they are probably 
too committed to their own version to bring an open mind to the table. While the parties may never agree on the facts, however, they 
may reach agreement concerning the risks, the challenges, and the turning points. Mediation summaries that focus on these practical 
issues are likely to be more persuasive than one-sided summaries.

  Similarly, language matters. As our proverbial grandmothers taught us: “We catch more flies with honey than with vinegar.” This 
means discarding antagonistic language and vitriol. Rather than suggesting plaintiff is “a bald-faced liar,” for example, defense counsel 
is better served setting out the factual basis on which to argue plaintiff faces a serious risk of being disbelieved. In employment cases, 
mediation advocacy suggests management counsel pull together evidence of just cause, rather than accuse plaintiff of incompetence 
and sloth. For plaintiff, it means setting forth the factual basis on which his complaints were based, instead of accusing management of 
being “chauvinists” or “racists.” 

  Thinking carefully about how to diplomatically frame comments is equally important at the mediation table when facing the other 
side and presenting arguments orally.

  I’m not suggesting advocates should suppress their passion, or that clients tamp down their emotions. Mediation is not unilateral 
disarmament. By all means, counsel should underscore any “smoking guns.” A party need not hold back on honest and heartfelt 
perspectives. Not in the least. Such factors warrant consideration when assessing risk and determining whether settlement is appropriate. 
What I am suggesting, instead, is that presentations be crafted to persuade the other side that their risks are greater than previously 
understood; that another look is warranted; that serious danger warrants serious appraisal; and that settlement today is worth more than 
a verdict tomorrow. 

 Recommendation: Mediation is voluntary. The mediator has no power to impose a settlement. The case will resolve only if both 
parties agree. Mediation advocacy, therefore, dictates writing mediation summaries and making oral presentations to persuade the other 
side, inviting due consideration rather than retaliation and counterattack. 

7. Develop an offer/concession strategy

  The best negotiators are strategic. They develop an offer/concession strategy before they reach the mediation table, a strategy 
which anticipates each move and counter-move until settlement is reached. Strategic mediators play out the negotiation in their head, 
predicting how each offer will be received, anticipating the other side’s response and carefully working the negotiation through until 
their settlement goal is achieved. Strategic negotiators generally get what they’re after. Regrettably, strategic negotiators are rare. Too 
many advocates limit their planning to an opening number and a bottom line, relying on their gut instinct and experience for the 
moves in between. Some advocates do not prepare even that much. Seat-of-the-pants negotiation may work in some cases, but it is not 
a strategy to maximize results over time. 

  Central to effective negotiation is offer/concession strategy. What does offer/concession strategy look like? 
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  From the plaintiff’s perspective: If the goal is $100,000, plaintiff must decide where to start, leaving enough room to fall back 
without discouraging the other side from responding. Concerned she might appear too aggressive, counsel might start the negotiation 
process at $235,000. To flesh out the strategy, she must anticipate the likely response. Different lawyers will answer differently 
depending on their negotiation style and experience. For purposes of our example, plaintiff assumes $235,000 will be within the range 
expected. Accordingly, plaintiff can anticipate an opening counter-offer of $25,000 rather than an insulting “nuisance” number. In 
response, assuming her assumptions are right, she plans to reduce her demand to $175,000, a $60,000 move to signal appreciation and 
respect. Seeing a good faith move by plaintiff, she can expect a response in kind, an increase to $50,000. If the second move is $50,000, 
plaintiff might drop to $150,000. At this point, she can anticipate the defense will move to $65,000. In response to that proposal, 
plaintiff plans to lower her demand to $145,000. It does not take a great deal of imagination to see that plaintiff has planned a strategy 
that will achieve her goal and perhaps a little more. 

  From the defendant’s perspective: Assume defense counsel also believes the case should settle for $100,000. He anticipates plaintiff’s 
initial demand – because he knows plaintiff’s counsel as an aggressive bargainer - to start at $300,000. To signal that plaintiff is too high, 
defense counsel plans to offer no more than $5,000. Because $5,000 is “nuisance” value, he can expect plaintiff will be disappointed. 
What response can he anticipate from an unhappy plaintiff? The response could be a threat to withdraw from the process. Defense 
counsel is willing to take that risk because he knows he can rely on the mediator to keep the process going. An unhappy plaintiff willing 
to continue the process, however, is unlikely to move far. Defense counsel can expect the next demand to be $290,000 - $295,000, a 
move that “equals” or “doubles” defendant’s opening proposal. At this point, defense counsel could demand a more “serious” proposal, 
in essence asking plaintiff to “negotiate against himself.” As no self-respecting plaintiff’s advocate is going to do that, matching an 
unrealistic demand with an unrealistic response often results in impasse. To avoid this frustrating scenario, defense counsel decides to 
open with $20,000, pointing out that $300,000 is out of line and expressly inviting a significant reduction in the next round. Assume 
defense counsel anticipates plaintiff to respond with $240,000, which is still unacceptably high. As a result, he plans to increase his 
offer by only $5,000 to $25,000. Realistically, he can anticipate a number of additional small, painful moves thereafter. At some point, 
however, defense counsel hopes to break the logjam by inviting the mediator’s help. He asks the mediator to soften plaintiff up by 
focusing in caucus on plaintiff’s risks and by offering to make a significant upward adjustment if plaintiff will reduce his next demand 
significantly. If the parties remain far apart, defendant might offer to “move to $50,000, if plaintiff will move to $150,000.” Again, it 
takes little imagination to work out the next few moves for each side to reach its goal. 

  An offer/concession strategy is a prediction. Predictions about the future are fraught with peril. Mistakes will be made. The other 
side will exceed expectations as often as it meets them. Accordingly, strategic negotiators must be flexible. Adjustments will be necessary. 
It may turn out the parties reach a predicted point, but in fewer or a greater number of moves than predicted. 

  In any event, with an offer/concession strategy, client expectations are better managed and the negotiator retains tighter control of 
the process. With tighter control of the process, the likelihood of achieving the client’s aims is greatly enhanced. Armed with a strategy, 
the emotional roller coaster ride can be smoothed out. Clients are less frustrated, less likely to become discouraged. Parties who are 
frustrated, angry, or depressed are more likely to make mistakes, offering too much or giving up too soon. With an offer/concession 
strategy, even disappointing moves are anticipated in advance and planned for. By focusing on process, both parties remain in the 
negotiation. The danger of one party or the other withdrawing is diminished. Indeed, by developing an offer/concession strategy, 
counsel reduces the risk of error and reading or sending the wrong signal. 

  If the strategy fails to bring the parties within the “landing zone,” it could be a sign that one or both parties are not ready to settle; or 
someone is in error. In either case, counsel can learn from failure. It could be that one side or the other has underestimated the risks and 
a fresh assessment is necessary. It could be the problem can be resolved by additional discovery – the parties disagree, for example, about 
how a witness will testify. If so, the mediation can be adjourned until the witness is deposed. 

  Recommendation: Once a range is agreed upon, counsel should develop an offer/concession strategy to anticipate movement likely 
to occur during bargaining. With such a strategy, counsel is better prepared to manage client expectations and achieve client goals.

8. Make use of your mediator

  The mediator is a tool, not an adversary. Use the mediator. Enlist the mediator’s assistance - often. Confiding in the mediator helps 
him select the right intervention. If there is concern that a confidence might be revealed to the other side, ask that it not be shared. 
Experienced mediators know how to enforce confidentiality.

  Here are several examples of how you can make better use of the mediator:

•  Having trouble with your client? Share your concerns with the mediator and help him build trust with your client. A good 
mediator often will be able to improve client confidence in counsel’s skills and reinforce the attorney-client relationship.

•  Is there an impediment to settlement on your own side? Share it with the mediator and enlist his help in finding ways to address 
it. The mediator may have had experience with a similar issue. Where reinstatement is under consideration in a wrongful discharge 
case, for example, the employee may fear management will fire him again. The fear is understandable, but misplaced. I have been 

Continued from Page 7

Continued on Page 9
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involved in dozens of reinstatements both as counsel and as mediator and I have seen only one case where that happened. My 
experience with this issue may help your client overcome their hesitation.

•  Perhaps counsel has been unable to read where the other side is coming from. In a caucus mediation, the mediator is the only 
person who knows what is going on in both rooms. Ask the mediator to share his perception. Within the limits of confidentiality, 
the mediator may be able to provide important insight.

•  Unsure about framing an opening offer or how the next move might be received? Employ the mediator as a negotiation coach. Ask 
the mediator for strategic advice. The mediator can be a neutral sounding board to help shape a more productive move. 

•  Having trouble generating ideas to move the case forward? Ask the mediator to convene a brainstorming process.
•  Has the mediation reached a plateau? Has progress slowed to a halt? Inform the mediator so he can try something else to get the 

process back on track. 
•  Is there an impasse? Has all possible progress been made, but the parties remain far apart? Ask the mediator to consider using the 

“mediator number” technique. In the mediator number technique, sometimes called the “disappearing number” or the “double 
jump”, the mediator suggests a dollar figure somewhere between the last two offers, and shares his rationale with both sides 
privately. If both sides accept, the case settles. If a party rejects, that party is never told what the other side did, thus protecting 
everyone in future negotiations. The mediator number technique can be effective as a last resort in settling intractable disputes. 

  Recommendation: The mediator was hired in the belief he can help resolve the dispute. Make the most of the opportunity. Trust 
the mediator. Put him to use. Ask for the mediator’s input. 

9. Replace zealous advocacy with mediation advocacy

  An old mediation truism holds that “If litigation is a search for justice, mediation is a search for solutions.” Mediation is not a justice 
process. It very well may not right a wrong from any perspective. On the contrary, mediation is a process designed to find a resolution 
satisfactory to all sides. In mediation, the lawyers serve as joint problem solvers not zealous advocates. Everyone is focused on the same 
goal: a settlement that works for all sides. Mediation is the one place in the litigation process where everyone should take a step back 
from the “battle” and cooperate in seeking resolution. If mediation does not work, nothing is lost, the disputants can return to zealous 
advocacy the next day. 

  Here are some ways advocates might adjust their advocacy:

•  Remove that zealous advocate hat and replace it with a joint problem-solver hat. Ask opposing counsel to do the same. Instead of 
trying to win every point, join together cooperatively to address their common problem: how do we resolve this lawsuit? In fact, a 
concession of weakness, rather than being a cause for concern, demonstrates to the other side that a party is realistic.

•  As mentioned above, mediation provides the advocates and parties with the opportunity to communicate directly with each other. 
Participants are encouraged to fashion their arguments and present their claims and defenses so as to persuade the other side that 
resolution is in their best interest. 

•  The focus of mediation should be on risk analysis and how risk impacts valuation, rather than on “winning”.
•  In business, probate, or employment cases, the parties may know each other well. With good preparation and proper management 

of the process, a productive dialogue can be fostered allowing the parties to work out their own solutions.
•  In mediation, advocates “check” invective and harsh language at the door. Accusations, charges, and personal attacks create the 

wrong atmosphere. Toxic charges (“liar,” “thief,” “incompetent,” “fraud”) stimulate equally ugly counter charges (“cover up,” 
“pretext,” “dishonest,” “phoney”). 

•  “Interest based” bargaining techniques predominate over traditional “positional” or “distributive” bargaining. The parties are 
encouraged to identify their own interests and needs, and develop proposals and counter-proposals directed at interests and 
needs wherever possible. Negotiators should become acquainted with the techniques in the book Getting to Yes by Fisher and 
Ury. “Getting to Yes,” is the seminal work in dispute resolution, addressing the concepts of “win/win” resolution; interest based 
bargaining; and BATNA/WATNA analysis (the best and worst alternatives to a negotiated settlement).

•  Do not overlook the value to parties of closure and resolution “today”. There is often value to a party in resolving a case sooner 
rather than later. A plaintiff who says she is willing to take her chances before a jury can be reminded that the trial is months away 
and a favorable verdict may be at risk for years while the appeal is processed. A defendant who stands on principle can be reminded 
that resolution ends business disruption, hostile outside scrutiny and the pain of continued attorney fees.

  Recommendation: Zealous advocacy makes for effective litigators in the courtroom, but not so much in the mediation room. 
In mediation, the most effective advocacy is directed at communicating productively with the other side, focusing on interests over 
positions and encouraging assessment of risk. 

10. If the case does not settle at the table, keep the mediator engaged

  While many mediators experience an 80% or better settlement rate, cases do not always settle at the mediation table. Sometimes 
parties are not ready. Additional discovery may be necessary, especially where mediation is attempted early. It may take time to digest 

Continued from Page 8
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and recognize the significance of new information learned at the mediation table. Several days may pass before a party is ready to talk 
further. Sometimes emotions cloud judgment, preventing a party from conceding a weakness or adjusting their objectives. A party may 
need time to process the information. Accordingly, if the mediation does not result in prompt resolution, parties should not give up. 

  Yogi Berra taught us “it ain’t over till it’s over.” Even if the mediator does not request it, parties should leave their last offers on the 
table, at least for a reasonable time to reconsider. Given 48 hours to reflect away from the pressure of the mediation table, a plaintiff 
may become more comfortable with the last offer, a defendant may decide a few more dollars is not a hardship. Sometimes a limited 
delay can remove an impediment to resolution as when a key witness - not yet deposed – must be questioned. If the parties disagree on 
whether a certain piece of evidence will be admitted, an adjournment while a legal ruling is sought might be in order. Most mediators 
are willing to continue the process as long as needed. 

  Recommendation: Do not give up just because the case did not settle on the appointed day of mediation. It often takes time and a 
dose of reality for a party to realize that negotiated resolution is often better than continuing litigation. Keep the mediator involved. 

Conclusion

  Mediation is not just another stop on the Litigation Express. It is an opportunity to try another approach. By engaging in a 
thoughtful collaboration with clients to select the right mediator, tailor the mediation process to an individual dispute, and replace 
zealous advocacy with joint problem solving techniques, litigators can make the most of the process resulting in lasting, satisfying, and 
successful resolutions that maximize results.

Continued from Page 9

What is Michigan Mediates! and Why is it important? 
By Nina Dodge Abrams 

 The Michigan Mediates! Campaign is a public education endeavor, initiated by the State Bar of Michigan Alternate Dispute 
Resolution Section. It promotes using mediation to settle disputes by explaining the benefits of mediation to the public and the media. 
It says that “mediation” is simply a negotiation moderated by a neutral third party. It is a joint project of the ADR Section and the 
501(c)(3) organization, DRER (Dispute Resolution Education Resources, Inc). It was the ADR Council’s answer to the Section 
members’ request to provide education about ADR to the public and attorneys. While it will not provide names of mediator 
providers, it will provide an extensive list of resources and 501(c)(3) provider organizations through which individuals and attorneys 
may find an appropriate mediator.

 Research, general experience, ADR Section members, and Family Law Section focus groups have said the general public needs more 
information. To pay for a website, media exposure, community outreach, and every other way possible to promote mediation, the 
Campaign needs help. The ADR Council members and the DRER Board members have contributed for the Campaign. Now we need 
Section members to contribute by writing a check to DRER, (Dispute Resolution Education Resources, Inc), 516 South Creyts Road, 
Suite A, Lansing, MI 48917, stating in the memo line it is for Michigan Mediates! The check will be tax deductible. If each member 
of the Section sent $20 or more, the Campaign would raise at least $16,000 more dollars over the raised $8,000 to date. Further, the 
Campaign is seeking grant support and sponsors. Every donor who contributes will be listed on the website donor page. Together, 
through this public education process, the number of cases requiring mediation will be increased, the value of settling conflicts will be 
done in a satisfying manner to the public, and there will be a positive response to the effectiveness of the Justice community. Changing 
attitudes is difficult and expensive work.

The Campaign is important to attorneys and parties because it provides a way to: 
• reach and assist more clients; 
• create new and expanded opportunities for services to clients;
• increase the skill sets of attorneys; and 
• provide more positive, creative and less expensive outcomes for clients. 

 The Campaign explains how well mediation works without promoting any one type of mediation process. Rather, it promotes non-
binding dispute resolution processes involving third-party neutrals working with parties to help them settle their conflicts and resolve 
their differences. Also, Michigan Mediates! is not marketing a specific group of providers; it is marketing the concept of mediation 
by meeting with community organizations, managing a website, http://www.michiganmediates.net, designing and implementing 
a public relations program, developing media messages, and bringing together those ADR organizations which also promote assisted 
decision making.

Continued on Page 11
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A Mediation Gone Haywire
by Scott Kingdon 260-409-8484

 For thirty-five years I was an inside corporate lawyer specializing in litigation. I participated in numerous mediations throughout my 
corporate legal career but I did so as a representative of a party, not as a mediator.

 My recent completion of the 40-hour Michigan civil mediation course reminded me of a mediation I participated in years ago 
that went haywire. Due to issues with several lines of business my company had purchased, we filed a series of insurance claims with a 
professional liability insurance carrier.

 At the time of my company’s mediation with the liability insurance carrier, there were several lawsuits pending between the parties 
and several potential future insurance claims. The parties agreed to hire a private mediator known to have considerable experience and 
to have an excellent reputation.

 The mediator conducted a typical opening session that lasted about an hour. The mediator then caucused back and forth between 
the two sides for an hour and a half. The parties exchanged several settlement offers, but each side’s successive offers were moving at a 
snail’s pace.

 Our mediator then got an idea, and he would not let it go. There was no interview of the mediator afterward, but I suspect he grew 
bored with the dawdling pace of settlement and decided to experiment.

 Several insurance contracts and, arguably, conflicting case law in several states governed the dispute between my company and the 
liability insurance carrier. After listening to the parties’ discussion of legal issues in caucus, the mediator decided to reconvene the open 
session. The mediator wanted the parties to focus their discussion on one legal point that he evidently believed the parties agreed upon 
but failed to realize that they had agreement.

 The open session room was jammed with business clients, inside corporate lawyers and outside law firm lawyers. The next hour 
consisted of convoluted legal argument as the parties went around in circles on this one legal point. The mediator pressed and pressed 
for consensus, without success.

 Thereafter, the mediator again caucused with the parties. Then, unbelievably, he asked for another open session to discuss that one 
legal point. This is when matters really started to veer sidewise. Tempers began to flare and nerves began to fray. A business person for 
the liability insurance carrier threatened to “take it outside.” My company’s lead outside lawyer, built solid and physically fit, allowed 
that “taking it outside” would suit him. The mediator was heard to remark, “I was sure you guys would come to agreement on this 
point.”

 Fortunately, tempers cooled before fisticuffs erupted. The mediation concluded an hour or so later with no settlement agreement in 
sight. Three weeks later, the entire dispute was settled after a round of phone calls between the outside law firms and their clients.

 The 40-hour civil mediation course suggests the many things that went wrong with this mediation, not the least of which was 
the mediator substituted his agenda for the parties’ agendas. After observing many mediators work over the years, and now trying 
to become a mediator myself, I do not doubt there is an art form to being an effective mediator. Going with the flow of events 
and adjusting the process by the seat of your pants certainly have their place in the mediator’s arsenal. But, as the 40-hour course 
stresses, there is plenty of science to effective mediation including understanding different conflict management styles people have, 
acknowledging the concerns that parties have expressed during mediation and realizing it is the parties, in the end, who must 
collectively set the agenda and come to an agreement. Because our mediator that day became too entranced by the art of mediation at 
the expense of the science, a sizable number of people participated in an exercise in futility.  

 The underlying value of mediation has been shown over and over again in various studies. Two recent Michigan studies again 
discuss the positive value of mediation: The Effectiveness of Case Evaluation and Mediation in Michigan Circuit Courts Report 
to the State Court Administrative Office, Michigan Supreme Court, October 31, 2011, submitted by Teresa G. Campbell and 
Sharon L. Pizzuti, (“Courtland Report”), and Mediation and Other Alternative Dispute Resolution Techniques in Michigan 
State Agencies by Public Sector Consultants, posted November 20, 2012 and found at http://tinyurl.com/qe9h3vc.

 For more information about the Michigan Mediates! Campaign, to donate, to volunteer services or to contribute your 
ideas, please contact David Gruber at (517) 485-2274 or resolve@drer.org . For a history of the Campaign, please follow 
this link: http://www.michbar.org/adr/pdfs/mi_mediates.pdf.

Continued from Page 10
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How to Find Mediation Trainings  
Offered in Michigan

 Mediation trainings are regularly offered by various organizations around Michigan. 
Mediators who wish to apply for court mediator rosters must complete a 40-hour training 
approved by the State Court Administrative Office. Courts maintain separate rosters for general 
civil and domestic relations mediators, and there are separate 40-hour trainings for each. In 
addition, domestic relations mediators must complete an 8-hour course on domestic violence 
screening. Mediators listed on court rosters must complete eight hours of advanced mediation 
training every two years. MCR 2.411(F)(4)/3.216 (G)(3). 

 Most mediation trainings offered in Michigan are listed on the SCAO Office of Dispute 
Resolution web-site: 

http://courts.mi.gov/Administration/SCAO/OfficesPrograms/ODR/Pages/Mediation-Training-
Dates.aspx

Views from the Chair
By Robert E. L. Wright

 I have managed to avoid writing this column for most of my term, but our incoming editor, Lee Hornberger, prevailed upon me to 
send him a few words for the inaugural electronic edition of The ADR Quarterly, so here goes. (By the way, in Going Green” with this 
edition of The Quarterly, our Section will be saving close to $6,000 a year in printing and mailing which we can devote to awareness and 
training efforts.) 

Accomplishments & Goals

 Some of our accomplishments this year include work which began during the terms of my predecessors. Indeed, we all build on the 
shoulders of giants.

 •  RUAA One of our Section’s signal achievements for 2012 was enactment of the Revised Uniform Arbitration Act. Over the past six 
years, with a fair amount of angst, the Council spent substantial sums on lobbying for the RUAA. We invited others to share some of 
the expense, but when they declined, we shouldered the burden ourselves in order to provide more protection for Michigan citizens 
when they find themselves in arbitration -- often via a contract clause they never read. The RUAA finally took effect July 1. Our 
Effective Practice and Procedures team is now working on amending the court rules to conform them to the new law and, on July 31, 
presented the first of a series of “Lunch, Listen & Learn” teleseminars on the new procedures.

 •  Collaboration Our Outreach team has worked tirelessly on the Michigan Mediates! campaign. Initiated by Outreach, MM! was 
turned over to Dispute Resolution Education Resources, Inc. (a 501c3 entity) in early 2012. The Council continues to help guide 
and support MM! with three Council members serving on MM!’s advisory board, individual members’ financial contributions, work 
on web site content and providing speakers for its public education efforts. Meanwhile, our Section-to-Section team has coordinated 
events with other Bar Sections to promote the use of ADR, including Young Lawyers, Children’s Law, Insurance & Indemnity Law, 
Worker’s Compensation, to name a few.

 •  Government Our Governmental Task Force has been working closely with state and local governmental entities to promote the use 
of ADR in governmental affairs. At the state level, we have spoken with representatives of the Governor and the Attorney General 
and provided training on the use of ADR to the AG’s office. On a local level, we have provided volunteers to assist the City of 
Inkster in a public conversation about their current financial situation, dubbed “Reinvent Inkster,” and toward creating an economic 
development plan. On the horizon, we are having discussions with the Ann Arbor Transit Authority around the future of mass transit 
in that community.

 •  Skills Our Skills team worked with ICLE to present the 12th annual Advanced Negotiation & Dispute Resolution Institute 
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(ANDRI). One of the highlights was former Wisconsin Supreme Court Justice Janine Geske’s moving keynote presentation on her 
work in restorative justice with survivors of clergy sexual abuse, which included recorded interviews with survivors. Coming up is 
the 2013 Section Conference. This year, the Skills team is changing things up a bit. Instead of importing a speaker, we will be relying 
on local experts to provide one-hour segments on topics of interest to ADR professionals. Finally, Skills just concluded its work on 
the 2014 ANDRI with keynote speaker Andy Little, author of the mediator must-read, Making Money Talk. In addition to Andy’s 
various presentations, we will hear about cutting-edge topics from some of the stars in Michigan’s ADR firmament. Stay tuned....

On the Horizon

 The Council called up Section members Belinda Dulin and former chair, Barbara Johannessen, to lead a strategic planning 
workshop in February to create a vision for the next year or two and beyond. Some of the ideas are already in motion. Others will be 
forthcoming. A few you can expect to see are:

• Appointment of a “Diversity Monitor” to ensure our mindfulness of others
•  Lunch, Listen & Learn teleseminars and webinars on relevant ADR topics with substantial discounts for Section members
• ADR checklists for arbitrators, mediators and advocates
• Basic skills trainings for arbitrators
• Public relations announcements on ADR efforts in the state
• Model/sample ADR clauses 
• More awareness of ADR generally and mediation specifically

 I welcome your comments and suggestions. I also invite you to attend our bi-monthly Council meetings on the second Friday 
of each odd-numbered month. If you want to become involved in the Section, the single best way is to contact an action team leader 
and participate in their conference calls. From there, you can choose to get more involved in the work of the Section and, possibly, the 
Council. 

 To contact an action team leader, you can simply contact me by phone or email (616-682-7000 or bob@thepeacetalks.com) and I 
can point you in their direction or you can go to: http://www.michbar.org/adr/councilinfo.cfm and review the action team descriptions. I 
hope to post our annual report to this page. It briefly describes each of the action teams and has contact information for each team’s leader. 

 Enjoy the fleeting days of this wonderful Michigan summer! “Peace out.” 

Notice To Non-ADR Section Members  
Concerning the ADR Quarterly

 If you are not a current member of the ADR Section and you have enjoyed receiving complimentary copies of The ADR Quarterly, 
regretfully, this will be the last issue non-Section members will receive. To continue receiving this valuable and informative resource, 
please consider joining the Section. Section membership also includes discounts to ADR programming and other valuable benefits. To 
join the Section, click on this link. http://www.michbar.org/adr/pdfs/sectionapp.pdf  

Continued from Page 12

Family Law Section ADR Documents
 The State Bar of Michigan Family Law Section ADR Subcommittee has drafted three excellent documents concerning alternative 
dispute resolution. These three documents will be a great aid to practitioners, advocates, and other participants in the ADR process.

 These three documents are a two page Brochure concisely reviewing ADR, a Checklist for Making an Appropriate Dispute 
Resolution Process Choice, and FAQs For Parties & Attorneys Considering Mediation of Family Law Matters.

 The hyperlinks for these three documents can be found at the Family Law Section Resources for the Public page on the SBM 
website. The hyperlink for that page is: http://www.michbar.org/family/public_resources.cfm  

http://www.michbar.org/adr/pdfs/sectionapp.pdf
http://www.michbar.org/family/public_resources.cfm
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The
ADR
Quarterly

State Bar of Michigan
306 Townsend St.
Lansing, MI 48933

The ADR Quarterly is published by the ADR Section of the State Bar of 
Michigan. The views expressed by contributing authors do not necessarily 
reflect the views of the ADR Section Council. The ADR Quarterly seeks to 
explore various viewpoints in the developing field of dispute resolution.

For comments, contributions or letters, please contact:  
Lee Hornberger - 231-941-0746 
Kevin Hendrick - 313-965-8315 
Toni Raheem - 248-569-5695 
or Phillip A. Schaedler - 517-263-2832 

           http://www.michbar.org/adr/newsletter.cfm

SAVE THE DATES!
Association for Conflict Resolution

     The Annual Conference of the Association for Conflict Resolution (ACR) will be held October 9-11, 2013, in Minneapolis. The 
conference theme - Making Peace Happen: New Normals - focuses on how we as a field provide ways, through mediation, facilitation, 
negotiation and other non-adversarial processes, to create new normals in which interactions between parties make peace happen. Our 
own Zena Zumeta is one of the workshop providers. 

Additional information can be found at http://www.acrnet.org/annual2013/.

 ABA Section of Dispute Resolution
     The American Bar Association Section of Dispute Resolution will present the 11th Annual advanced Mediation and Advocacy Skills 
Institute November 21 - 22, 2013, at the Omni Hotel, Nashville, Tennessee. The 11th Annual Advanced Mediation & Advocacy 
Skills Institute will be November 21–22, 2013, at the Omni Nashville Hotel, Nashville, Tennessee. This two-day interactive institute 
features rare opportunities to learn from some of the leading mediators and mediation advocates in North America. Each panel provides 
an opportunity to learn from an expert mediator, high powered in-house counsel, and a skilled outside attorney. Each phase of the 
mediation process will be discussed, followed by small group discussions led by experts in the field. The opportunity for mediators and 
advocates to interact in small facilitated groups provides a unique environment to enhance your skill, knowledge and understanding of 
the mediation process. Additional information can be found at   
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/dispute_resolution/events_cle/11th_annual_advancedmediationandadvocacyskillsinstitute1.html 

http://www.michbar.org/adr/newsletter.cfm
http://www.acrnet.org/annual2013
http://www.americanbar.org/groups/dispute_resolution/events_cle/11th_annual_advancedmediationandadvocacyskillsinstitute1.html
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

2013 Annual Meeting and Conference

Friday – Saturday, September 27-28, 2013
Radisson Kingsley Hotel

39475 Woodward Avenue, Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304

Advanced Mediation Training:  Enjoy a collection of Michigan’s best ADR educators and trainers for an in-
tensive look at cutting edge topics in the field of dispute resolution.  And participate in a special optional 
program recognizing the 30th Anniversary of the Family Mediation Council-Michigan (formerly MCFDM).  
Join your colleagues at an outstanding program of professional development and networking.

FMC-Michigan Conference (additional registration fee)

Meeting and Activity Schedule
Friday, September 27, 2013

8:30 – 9:00 a.m. Continental Breakfast, Welcome and History of FMC

9:00 – 11:45 a.m. Advanced Mediation Training 
•	 Technology to Assist Family Mediators and Enhance Family Mediations – James Abron, Garth 

Jackson & Wallace C. Winters, Jr.
•	 The Changing Face of “Family” in Family Mediation – Wanda Joseph, Marie Pulte & Eileen J. 

Slank

ADR Section Meeting and Conference

Noon – 12:30 p.m. Registration 

12:30 – 5:15 p.m. Advanced Mediation Training 
•	 Proven Techniques to Grow Your Practice – Monika Sacks & John Reed
•	 Keep Calm and Reflect – Brian Pappas
•	 Michigan’s New Mediator Standards of Conduct – Dale Ann Iverson & Antoinette Raheem
•	 Using Compassionate Communication To Generate Movement In Mediation – Robert Wright

5:15 – 6:00 p.m. Hotel Check-in

6:00 – 7:00 PM   Networking and Cocktail Hour 

7:00 – 8:45 PM   Dinner and Awards & Recognition

•			FMC	Recognition •			Nanci	S.	Klein	Award

•			George	Bashara	Award •			Distinguished	Service	Award

Saturday, September 28, 2013
8:00 – 8:30 a.m.   Continental Breakfast

8:30 – 9:00 a.m. Annual Meeting 
	 •			Annual	Reports	
	 •			Election	of	Officers	and	Council	Members

9:00 – 12:30 p.m. Advanced Mediation Training Part II
•	 What Mediators Need to Know About the RUAA –Mary Bedikian & Marty Weisman
•	 Integral Conflict: What’s Really Going On Here?  – Wanda Joseph
•	 Drunk Tank Pink: Influencing Behavior Below the Level of Awareness – Barry Goldman

12:30 p.m.  Lunch (on your own)

2:00	p.m.	 Cranbrook	Art	Museum	and	Saarinen	House	Tour;	(limited	to	15	attendees,	first-registered,	first-served)
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ALTERNATIVE DISPUTE RESOLUTION SECTION

REGISTRATION

P #:___________________

Name: ______________________________________________  

Dinner Guest Name: _________________________________

Your Firm: __________________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________

City:________________________ State: ____ Zip: _________

Telephone: ( _____ ) ______________________

E-mail Address: _____________________________________

Enclosed is check # ________________  for $ ____________

Please make check payable to: State Bar of Michigan

Please bill my:    Visa      MasterCard    for $_____________

Debit/Credit Card #: __________________________________

Expiration Date:_________________

Please print name as it appears on debit/credit card: 

____________________________________________________

Authorized Signature:  ________________________________

Cancellation Policy: Registration and Payment must be received at the SBM 
on or before 3PM on Friday, September 13, 2013. Refunds will be provided only 
for Cancellations received in writing at the SBM by 3PM on Friday, September 
13, 2013.  That notice can be made by e-mail (tbellinger@mail.michbar.org), fax 
(517-372-5921 ATTN: Tina Bellinger), or by U.S. mail (306 Townsend St., Lansing, 
MI 48933 ATTN: Tina Bellinger.)

2013 Annual Meeting & Conference
September 27-28, 2013

Radisson Kingsley Hotel
39475 Woodward Ave., Bloomfield Hills, MI 48304

Register online at http://e.michbar.org

REGISTRATION DEADLINE: Friday, Sept. 13, 2013

Cost 

Attending BOTH Conferences
 ADR Conference & FMC Conference ..................  $175 x___= _____

ADR Section Conference ONLY
 ADR Section Conference ONLY .........................  $150 x___= _____
 Law/Graduate Students  (ADR Conference ONLY)  $75 x___= _____
 Sitting Judges (ADR Conference ONLY) ................................ FREE

ADR conference registration fee for sitting judges, is waived. You 
MUST register by mail or fax and MUST pay for your dinner if you are 
attending Friday night’s award ceremony.

Family Mediation Council (FMC) Conference ONLY
 Family Mediation Council Conference ONLY  .........  $50 x___= _____
 FMC Member (FMC Conference ONLY) ................ $40 x___=_____

Friday Evening
 Awards ceremony, includes dinner  ...................  $50 x____=_______

 Chicken Wellington with Morel Sauce ...........................#_____
 Pan Roasted NY Strip Steak..........................................#_____
 Bronzed Salmon Picatta ................................................#_____
 Chef’s Vegetarian Entrée................................................#_____

Saturday - Cranbrook Art Museum & Saarinen House Tour
Space is limited to 15; Tour begins at 2 p.m.; Transportation provided 
from the hotel   ......................................................  $12 x___=______

Grand total  = $________
Questions

For additional information regarding the conferences contact 
Barbara A. Johannessen at bajohan@gmail.com.

Register One of Three Ways

Online: visit http://e.michbar.org to register online

Mail your check, or debit/credit card information, and completed 
registration form to:

State Bar of Michigan
Attn: Seminar Registration
306 Townsend Street, Lansing, MI 48933

Fax (ONLY if paying by debit/credit card) the completed form and credit 
card information to: Attn: Seminar Registration at (517) 372-5921

Hotel Information

Hotel reservations cannot be made witH tHis form. 
A limited block of rooms is being held for conference attendees 
at the Radisson Kingsley until September 12, 2013.  The reduced 
room rate is $70 per night (plus sales, use and occupancy tax) for 
Sgl or Dbl.  Rooms are limited so reserve early.  You must make 
reservations, using the booking code of MSBA, directly with the 
hotel at 248.644.1400 or 800.333.3333 or online at www.radisson.
com/bloomfieldhillsmi

http://e.michbar.org
http://e.michbar.org
http://www.radisson.com/bloomfieldhillsmi



